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1. Motivation

• Agreement after the ’2007-2008 financial crisis’

that leverage was excessive, and also that ’micro-

prudential regulation’ not adequate: Basel I, and

even more so Basel II, are ’procyclical’.

• Some scholars, for example Admati et al. (2010),

argue for much higher capital ratios, arguing that

equity is not really costly. Bankers resist vehe-

mently.

• Alternative ideas: CoCo’s, bail-ins, capital insur-

ance, ...
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• Important point: we are talking about outside eq-

uity: while consensus that inside equity is costly/

scarce, in a Modigliani-Miller world the social cost

of equity equals that of debt (not true of private

costs, given tax differences).

• Existing regulation, focused on capital ratios, can

in fact not really be analyzed without addressing

the very relevance of outside equity.
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2. Outline

• I address these questions by referring first to my

work with Jean Tirole (QJE 1994), which presents

a theory of (outside) capital structure of firms.

• I use it to discuss its application to banks, building

on our 1994 book The Prudential Regulation of

Banks, and to draw lessons for the treatment of

various stakeholders in bank restructuring.
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3. Why outside equity as well as

debt?

• Our QJE 1994 paper starts from a managerial

moral hazard problem where it is efficient to disci-

pline manager in part through performance-contin-

gent actions (which manager cares about), as in

Aghion-Bolton, Hart-Moore.

• If such actions are not contractable, and if ex-ante

optimal action is not ex-post profit-maximizing,

need to put investor in control with an incentive

scheme different from firm-value maximization in

order to induce him to take this ex-ante optimal

action (in fact, we have a double moral hazard

problem).

• This in turn calls for a second investor who re-

ceives the remainder of the revenue of the firm.
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• Specifically, if the action the manager prefers (call

it C for ”continuation”) is riskier than the action

she likes less (call it L for ”liquidation”), this calls

for a concave, i.e. ”debtlike” incentive scheme for

the investor after bad performance of the firm,

and a convex, i.e. ”equitylike” incentive scheme

for the investor after good performance of the

firm.

• The second-best can be implemented with stan-

dard debt and (outside) equity, with contingent

control. The model thus delivers assets which

consist of (realistic) bundles of control and in-

come rights.
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4. Why banking regulation?

• In our book, we argue that banks (but also insur-

ance companies, pension funds, ...) differ from

’regular firms’ in that their debtholders, i.e. de-

positors, are not able to exert control rights ap-

propriately, and need to be ’represented’. This

calls for a depositor representative that would op-

timally replicate the actions of debtholders.

• Depositor deficiency can be either overreaction,

i.e. bank runs, or apathy if, in order to avoid

runs, one provides deposit insurance.

• In this latter case, the depositor representative

would typically have as mission the minimization

of losses to the insurance fund, which is equiva-

lent to the maximization of the value of deposits

before the insurance payment..
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5. Evaluating Basel I/II

• The approach allows, together with representa-

tion hypothesis, to rationalize Basel-style capital-

based banking regulation: after bad performance,

control shifts from equityholders to debtholder

representative unless equityholders recapitalize the

bank.

• Three issues however: (i) because of accounting

lags, one intervenes ’too late’, which is costly and

induces moral hazard; (ii) Basel I/II regulation

failed to distinguish between micro and macro

shocks; (iii) financial institutions rely too much

on short-term funding.
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6. Reforming the regulatory system

• Higher capital ratios.

• CoCo’s.

• Bail-ins.

• Countercyclical capital buffer.

• Capital insurance.

• Liquidity ratios.
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6.1. Burden-sharing and bank-specific risk

• The system is fragile (remember Lehman), so there
is a cost in ’spreading the losses’ if this means
many people become worried.

• For burden-sharing, target individuals/institutions
with expertise and with limited risk aversion.

• While junior creditors help reduce deposit insur-
ance fund intervention, can have incentive to gam-
ble for resurrection if situation bad enough.

• Large uninsured long-term senior creditors can de-
liver debt discipline, but still need deposit insur-
ance fund intervention as a complement.

• Higher capital ratios or CoCo’s are a way to re-
duce externality while keeping the ’logic’ of the
debt-equity system. If one is worried about rais-
ing the cost of lending, one could eliminate the
tax disadvantage of equity.
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6.2. Macro risk

• Treat differently micro and macro shock.

• For the latter one, Basel I/II was too tough in

recessions.

• But forbearance (’ignoring’ the recession and al-

lowing for lower capital ratios then) not adequate

either: leads to gambling for resurrection.

• What is needed is ’real money’ to help deal with

the macro shock: capital insurance or Basel III

countercyclical capital buffer (or bailout paid up-

front) are solutions here.
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7. Summing up

• There is a logic to a system with debt and equity,

two assets with specific income and control rights.

• In banking, particular value for ’safety’ of debt as

far as its income rights are concerned: needs to

be preserved!

• On the other hand, as far as control rights are

concerned, good to ’give enough of a stake’ to

shareholders, and possibly to specific debtholders,

provided they have expertise + risk appetite.

• Remember this matters for individual-bank-specific

risks: for macro shocks, think insurance!


